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                ELK RIDGE 1 

  CITY COUNCIL MEETING 2 

              August 28, 2012 3 

 4 
TIME & PLACE  This regularly scheduled Meeting of the Elk Ridge City Council, was scheduled for Tuesday,  5 

OF MEETING August 28, 2012, at 7:00 PM; this was preceded by a City Council Work Session at 6:00 PM.   6 

 The meetings were held at the Elk Ridge City Hall, 80 East Park Drive, Elk Ridge, Utah. 7 

  8 

 Notice of the time, place and Agenda of these Meetings was provided to the Payson Chronicle, 145 E 9 

Utah Ave, Payson, UT, and to the members of the Governing Body, on August 24, 2012; and an 10 
Amended Agenda on August 27, 2012. 11 
 12 

6:00 PM –  CITY COUNCIL WORK SESSION AGENDA:  13 

 14 
ROLL                           Mayor: Hal Shelley; City Council: Nelson Abbott, Brian Burke & Paul Squires (Erin Clawson & Weston 15 

Youd absent form Work Session); Deputy Sheriff: Brent Butters; Public Works Director: Cody Black; 16 

Public Works: Wayne Frandsen; Office Staff: Janine Nilsson, Mary Preece, Marissa Bassir & Annebel 17 

Meredith; City Engineer (LEI): Gregg Magleby; Public: Clint Ashmead, Jamie Towse, Saundra Burke, 18 

Jared Rasmussen, Bridg Webb, Gavin Pozernick, Jeralynn Lane, Lucretia Thayne, Dakota Scott, Scott 19 

Winn, Alan & Joy Hermansen; and the City Recorder, Jan Davis. 20 
 21 

PUBLIC WORKS  Mayor Shelley introduced the new Public Works Director to the City Council and to those citizens  22 
DIRECTOR –  in attendance. He asked Mr. Black to tell a little about himself: 23 
INTRODUCTION Cody Black: Mr. Black previously worked as the Asst. Public Works Director in Hyrum, Utah. He has 24 

been employed in “city” work for about 10 years. 25 

He is originally from the Delta, Utah area. He is married, with 2 young children. He and his family are 26 

excited to move back closer to family.  27 
Mayor Shelley: He continued that Mr. Black started work for Elk Ridge on 8/27 and has been very 28 

involved in moving projects and certain repairs forward. There are some good plans being made that 29 

should serve the City well. 30 
0:02:48 31 

LEI ENGINEERING Greg Magleby: (Representing LEI) Mr. Magleby had handouts for the Council; as well as copies of  32 

STORM DRAIN  the Storm Drain Study and accompanying map. 33 

STUDY   Handout Presentation: 34 
   1. Necessity of Study: 35 

    A. Storm water impacts to private property 36 

Any storm drain coming off of the road is the City’s responsibility; there is a need to 37 

mitigate potential liability and damage. 38 

    B. Premature deterioration of roadways 39 
    C. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) mandates 40 

Fortunately, the mandates do not affect Elk Ridge yet, due to the size of the City; 41 

they should be planned for, however. 42 

    D. Planning for future development 43 

New development and the resulting storm drainage should not impact any existing 44 
facilities…new development should pay their own way. 45 

   2. Current Storm Drainage Management Methods 46 

    A. No drainage facilities (not high-lighted in blue or yellow)  47 

     There may be occasional culverts, shoulders, etc. 48 

    B. Curb & Gutter / sump (Yellow) 49 
    C. Retention basins (Blue) 50 

Mr. Magleby illustrated on the map the areas high-lighted with corresponding colors to the 51 

“management methods”. 52 
00:07:25   3. Storm Drain Management Plan: 53 

   Existing Development: 54 

    A. Elk Ridge’s unique circumstances 55 
Examples:  56 

- Payson: has many drainage channels that eventually flow to Utah Lake; typically the goal is 57 

to try to convey the water through channels or pipes to Dry Creek…and eventually, to Utah 58 

Lake. 59 

Most other cities have outfall lines and outfall sources to go to…there is no “outfall” from Elk 60 

Ridge. The Highline Canal (north border) does not allow storm drainage to be conveyed into 61 
their system. The storm water must be managed within the City. This requires water to be 62 

handled differently and the burden is placed on the City. 63 

B. Areas with no drainage facilities:  64 

The plan would be to leave these areas as they are…the issues are addressed on a case-by-65 

case basis. (Two areas have flooded at the south end of the City and have been caused by 66 

amendments to the shoulder by citizens.) 67 

Rather than going to a “storm drain system” for most of the older part of town (not cost 68 

effective)…they allow these to be managed as they arise. 69 

 70 
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“If we go chasing storm drainage and try to collect it; we end up with a bigger problem once 3 

we have it collected. If we let it disburse as it has, and address these issues on a case-by-4 

case basis; then we feel we’re in a better situation.” 5 

00:10:52    C. Curb & gutter / sumps: (Referring to the map)     6 

The yellow area represents developed areas within the last 20 – 25 years. Most of these 7 

areas have sumps. (Two types were discussed: Old type connects directly to curb & gutter 8 

and newer ones involve catch-basins, which direct storm water to the sump…giving an 9 

opportunity to clean the water 1
st
.) 10 

Recommendation: Analyze the sumps to see how efficiently they are operating. (There were 11 
detailed drawings demonstrating possible upgrades to sumps.)  12 

*Problem: They noticed certain sumps in town with a lot of debris on them…they discovered 13 

that these sumps were completely full.  14 
(Discussion of the problem with residents that stack up debris and landscaping materials in 15 

the streets; when it rains, the debris washes down and fills up the sumps.) 16 

Recommendation: To fill up these sumps with water and then “surge” them…cleaning the 17 

rock area out; then decide how to remedy the situation. 18 

- Upgrade with catch basin (inlet box): cost is about $2,500 - $3,000 each 19 

- Upgrade using existing sump as a “pre-treatment inlet” to a new sump: $5,000 20 
00:16:26    D. Retention Basins: 21 

    Retention basins are the best way to deal with storm water on a long-term basis.  22 
    The City has two areas serviced by basins:  north sections of town and Hillside Drive area.   23 

   Future Development: 24 

LEI took a different view 10 years ago when they did another study; the recommendation at the time 25 

was a centralized storm drain system. The ideas did not pass and things have changed along the way 26 

so that the current recommendation differs to be more in line to what the City can afford; with future 27 

storm drain systems being handled by developers on site. Smaller cities are less willing to extend debt 28 
to accommodate future development . 29 

The current code for storm drain is covered with about one page of regulations; they recommend about 30 

five pages to really get into consistency in design and implementation of the drainage system. 31 

Recommendation: 32 

- Upgrades to the code should be in place to guide developers. 33 

   - Provide specific details for design standards 34 
    A. Design storms for catch basins, pipes & manholes 35 
    B. Design storms & restrictions on detention / retention ponds 36 

    C. Oil / sediment separators 37 

    D. Pipe & runoff calculations 38 

Developers could incorporate some type of recreational facility into retention basins; they would have 39 
to come to the City to see if the City would take responsibility of maintenance at some point; or insure 40 

that long-term maintenance responsibility is in place. 41 
4. Maintenance Plan for Existing System: 42 

Explanation of “Best Management Practices” 43 
5. Maintenance Zones: 44 

00:27:52   6. Maintenance Schedule:  45 

    A. This is a 4-phase schedule from April – September of each year. 46 

    B. “Maintenance is the key”: There are high costs associated with the lack of maintenance. 47 

C. Currently: One of the biggest issues around the City is with construction sediment 48 

problems. Rights-of-way are not “dumping grounds”…this idea needs to be enforced with 49 
citizens…the problem goes from the homeowner to the Public Works Director (City). 50 

   7. Funding Options: 51 

    A. (SSA) Special Assessment Area: 52 

-Generally these are larger projects that require bonding; with assessments to repay 53 

the bond. 54 

- These are done frequently in larger cities…they are expensive to set up and to 55 
administrate. 56 

- They require a majority of the votes from the benefitting parties (residents) 57 

    B. Impact Fees:   58 

     - Impact fees have been a source of contention between developers and cities. 59 

- If the storm drain is handled the way LEI proposes (developer driven); then impact 60 

fees would not be applicable.  61 
- Impact fees are a great way to “repay yourself” (City); but the City has to have the 62 

original investment. 63 

    C. User Fees: 64 

     - These do apply in Elk Ridge 65 

     - Current: $3 user fee; which generates about $21,000/yr 66 

If this method (utilizing user fees to cover costs) is how the Council would like to proceed, Mr. 67 

Magleby said he would finish a budget based on the Council’s input to bring the system up to 68 

standards; and to project a user fee that will cover the costs of maintenance as well as capital 69 

projects over 5 or 6 years.  70 
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The user fee could go from $3 to $5 or $6. The current status of the Storm Drain Fund is not 3 

good (a budgeted deficit of about $10,000); the fee must be able to cover depreciation, 4 

maintenance and the costs associated with improvements to the system.  5 

   Questions & Comments: 6 

Mayor Shelley: Once the City gets everything operational and manageable, will the depreciation stay 7 

the same, or will it continue to increase? Will it ever decrease?   8 
Mr. Magleby: He felt it would likely stay the same after a time. Depreciation is a five-year cycle on most 9 

improvements. 10 
00:36:12 Nelson Abbott: He expressed his view that he does not feel it is “fair to pay for sumps going into 11 

another part of town, when it is their water”. He felt that SSA’s forced people to pay for that which 12 

would benefit them, specifically. He observed that once the system is in place, then user fees go for 13 

depreciation and maintenance. 14 
 Mr. Magleby: He added that retention basins, once installed, still require maintenance…likely not as 15 

much as a sump replacement. User fees are typically looked upon as a “city-wide” improvement issue. 16 

When there is an attempt to break up user fees into “districts”; then it can become “very messy”. 17 

 Nelson Abbott: He could see if there were a city-wide user fee…”where everybody is paying and we 18 

improve the appearance of the City; therefore increasing everybody’s property values…then I have an 19 

easier time with that than I do helping someone in a part of town that the only time I go there is when I 20 

go out on the City patrol or something”. 21 
 Mr. Magleby: He agreed that there is an inherent disparity in these types of fees. 22 

 (Mayor: “But, they have to be addressed…and that is the issue.” Council Member Abbott agreed that 23 

the issues must be addressed; the question is how to best address them.) 24 

Paul Squires: He observed that the drains and sumps installed by the developer of his subdivision 25 

were all included in the price of the lots. 26 
Mr. Magleby: He was seeking feed-back from the Council if they agreed with this method of utilizing 27 

user fees as the major method of funding…if so, did the Council wish him to proceed with: 28 
- Requiring that developers handle their own storm drain system so it does not become a burden to the 29 

City to install and administrate 30 

- This method will change how the City charges fees 31 
Comments: 32 

Nelson Abbott: Moving forward with new development; this method makes sense.  33 

*The Planning Commission needs direction from the Council in writing code to support this.  34 
Mr. Magleby: The goal is to get the developers to cooperate with each other. They would be motivated 35 

to install a retention basin that they could then “entice” the City to take over. That situation is a “win – 36 

win” situation with developers. For smaller subdivisions, sumps are an allowable alternative…but with 37 

a design that has “protections” built in…with a longer life to it. 38 
   (Brief discussion of sump designs)  39 

Mayor Shelley: He felt this is the way the City must proceed. The biggest issue is funding and what 40 

would be best for the City. 41 
Mr. Magleby: He said he could come back to the Council with a five-year projection to get the system 42 

up to the standard that is “maintainable”…long-term. Based on that projection; a budget could be 43 

recommended for a user fee.  44 
00:43:06 Mayor Shelley: He mentioned the need for residents to fully understand what is happening and why. 45 

Communication needs to open and effective. 46 

Mr. Magleby: He compared these storm drain issues with the approach to “roads”: There comes a 47 

point with a road that money is either continually put into it to overlay it or maintain it in some way; or 48 

let it go another year and the City is forced to replace it…which is much more costly. 49 
The goal is to get the storm drain system in a place of regular maintenance and out of the need for 50 

replacement of facilities…unfortunately, the City is currently in a “replacement mode” with part of the 51 

system.  52 
   No further comments at this time. 53 

00:44:19 54 

NON-AGENDA ITEM Brian Burke: The subject of City Planner (directed to Greg Magleby   from LEI) 55 

Council Member Burke has been concerned about the number of “turnovers” with the position of City 56 

Planner that has taken place. He wanted to know the status of the current Planner, Nate Walter. 57 
Greg Magleby: He admitted that there has been a turnover between Planners; but with Nate Walter as 58 

the current Planner, he (Greg Magleby) is “2
nd
 chair” with Mr. Walter. He has been in that position with 59 

the 2 other individuals and that has retained the consistency throughout the various planning issues. 60 

He anticipates that Mr. Walter will stay on as a long-term employee of LEI Engineering. 61 
Mayor Shelley: He observed that the interaction between the City and Mr. Walter needs to be more 62 

proactive; particularly with the storm drain issues that must be addressed.  63 

*The Mayor asked where LEI is with regard to the Impact Fee Study and was informed that Mr. 64 

Magleby has been the one working on this project from the beginning and is at the point of having a 65 

draft in his office. He commented that “impact fees have become an engineer’s nightmare”; and he 66 

anticipated that a draft to be release to the Council would be available in 2 to 3 weeks. He would like to 67 

visit with the Council on each of the elements of the Study. The subject of impact fees is ever-68 

changing. 69 
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CITY COUNCIL REPORTS: 3 
HR CODE –   Brian Burke: (Re-visit the HR Code Discussion of the previous Council Meeting) 4 

DISCUSSION Council Member Burke explained that at the last Council Meeting, an approving vote was taken on the 5 

motion, which stated that there would be no benefits for part-time employees who worked under 30 6 

hours per week…with the exception that the Mayor could approve paid holidays for the number of 7 

hours that would normally have been worked on that day. There was a recommendation after 8 
discussing the Council action with the staff; that the word & phrase “may be paid” change to “shall be 9 

paid”…in the code. 10 
 It was explained that due to various work schedules, not all the employees would be paid for all of the 11 

holidays; if the employees are agreeable to the stipulation that they would only be paid if they were 12 

regularly scheduled to work that day…then he did not have a problem with it. 13 

 He further explained that there was one other “complication: When the Council voted on the motion, 14 

the motion apparently included  401K plans…that would imply that employees working less that 30 15 

hours per week would not be eligible for retirement; under State and Federal law…this is not the case. 16 

The previous motion needed clarification; that retirement starts at 20 hours per week…under State and 17 

Federal law. 18 

 He expressed concern about employees working part-time at limited hours per week; but he stated 19 

that the Council needs to be consistent with Federal and State law…and that the retirement portion of 20 

the motion should be re-addressed in the Regular Session of the Council Meeting. 21 

 He felt the intent was to remove the health insurance benefit; but not the retirement benefit.    22 
   Recommendation for clarification: 23 

- That part-time employees “shall” (rather than “may”) receive regular holiday pay if they 24 

are scheduled to work that particular day. 25 

- Clarify that the retirement benefit should not be eliminated from the current benefits 26 

provided to part-time employees 27 

- 30 hours should change to 32 hours (for future employees) 28 
(The Mayor commented that the decision should not reflect negatively on any current 29 

part-time employee; rather on any part-time employee hired in the future.) 30 
 31 

PLANNING COMMISSION Brian Burke:  32 

He recommended that the City Council meet with the Planning Commission at one of their meetings; 33 

perhaps at the first part of the meeting. He felt more could be covered that way. He would like to meet 34 
at the next Planning Commission Meeting (9/13). 35 
*Marissa Bassir is to contact Kelly Liddiard (Planning Commission Chair) and set up a joint meeting 36 

and to work with Council Members Burke & Weston Youd regarding the agenda and the start time. 37 

1:00:08 38 

ADMINISTRATIVE Mayor Shelley:  39 

   1. City Center Property – Grading Agreement: 40 

The City received an invoice from Robert Nelson Construction, LLC…for product (gravel, road base 41 

and top soil) that has been used within the City for the sump and along the roadway (Escalante Dr.); 42 

the amount is $8,115. The Mayor was surprised to receive this bill; particularly since in one of the 43 

Council Meetings a statement was made that there would be open use of this material and that the 44 
City would actually save about $2,000.  45 
Quoting Corbett Stephens: “Our City would save money on the installation of the sump on Escalante 46 

Drive by using our own rock rather than having to purchase it…perhaps $2,000.” 47 

The Mayor has met with Robert Nelson to go over the bill and the Agreement; and the terms of the 48 

contract allow for him to charge for product mined from this process. If we had not purchased the rock 49 
from Mr. Nelson, it would have been purchased elsewhere. 50 

(Question: How many yards were purchased for the $8,000; and were bids gathered from other 51 

sources?) Other bids were not obtained; the thought was that the City would be saving money through 52 

Mr. Nelson.) 53 

Weston Youd: He pointed out that regardless of the understanding, the Council approved the 54 

Agreement and are responsible for the content. 55 
Mayor Shelley: While speaking to Mr. Nelson, he said that he (the Mayor) was sure there was a 56 

misunderstanding of the terms. 57 

Mr. Nelson explained his process of tracking sale of product: When anyone comes in, he identifies how 58 

much…to whom…type of product…and the cost associated. 59 

Options: 60 

- Pay the invoice now 61 
- Wait…because there is an accumulating credit that will eventually come to the City of 62 

about $5,700. There are many factors to consider: 63 

• Eventually that grading would have cost the City a great deal of money   64 

• How much topsoil will there be left? Mr. Nelson is making some of the topsoil 65 
available; however he is selling some of it off due to the investment he has in this 66 

project. 67 

• In the long run, the City will have an excavated, landscaped area.  68 

• Mr. Nelson feels the City will have enough fill to get in all done 69 

 70 
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• Care should be taken to not purchase any more rock from Mr. Nelson; and “it could 3 

all be a wash”  4 

• The City would not pay for the excavation and will retain some of the topsoil (Mr. 5 

Nelson’s assessment of the topsoil is that “it is not that great” 6 
Weston Youd: He explained that the plan, as proposed by Mr. Stephens, was to have some of the area 7 

in a parking lot…so part of the topsoil could be sold off. 8 

Mayor: That is still the intent; the problem is that ‘everything is nebulous…one reason is that he was 9 

shut down for a month because someone turned him in because of the way he was processing it…” 10 
Mine safety came in and demanded certain requirements and Mr. Nelson had to shut down and he had 11 

to go get certified…go through training, etc. He also reported that the last couple of months had been 12 

slow…July and August are typically slow. Mr. Nelson said he was confident; when all is said and 13 

done…that it will come out pretty even.  14 

The Agreement says that either party can terminate at any time…with 30 days notice. But, if it is called 15 

off…the grading would still have to be done and paid for by another party. 16 
Suggestion: Wait and see where it all comes out in the end; rather than paying the invoice now; but to 17 

keep track of where things are. 18 

The Mayor continued: If more rock is needed for sumps, bids will have to be obtained and it would be 19 
determined who is less expensive. 20 
Question: 21 

Council Member Abbott reviewed the Agreement and as he understands the terms…there will be a 22 

“final day of reckoning at the end of the process and that is where all this will be balanced…not at this 23 

point where we got the invoice”. 24 
Question: He is running a commercial venture in Elk Ridge; is he (Mr. Nelson) collecting sales tax and 25 

does he have a business license? (The Mayor agreed that this is a valid question.) 26 
*The Mayor said he would look into this. 27 

The Council was in general agreement to not pay the invoice now; but to wait and see what the final 28 
balance will be. 29 

1:12:29   2. Public Works Update: 30 

    A. Truck Repairs:  31 

    The trucks have not had regular maintenance on them and the result is some costly repairs: 32 
- Pick-ups: 4 new tires were required for each 33 

- The alignment on the two pick-ups was gone       34 

- The “U-joints were not properly repaired on one of the pick-ups and that had to be fixed 35 
- Repairs: About $2,600 + $400 (U-joints) 36 

- The Dodge Dakota is not worth pouring more money into repairs and has been declared 37 

surplus property; and will therefore be sold off as such. (The fly wheel has broken teeth 38 

on it.) The asking price is about $1,500; that is about $1,000 below “Blue Book”…less the 39 

repairs. 40 

- Replacement pick-up for Cody Black: $10,000 was budgeted for the purchase of a 41 

truck…this will replace the Dodge. 42 
- The Mayor has located a couple of pick-ups from the Forest Service; each about 43 

$7,500…the mileage is high; but likely with good maintenance. 44 
B. Hand-held Meter Reader: 45 

$15,000 was budgeted; Cody Black ordered one that day for $8,000 + $800 for additional 46 

equipment that will make the meter reading more efficient. 47 
C. Snowplows: 48 

- Older snowplow: Has had a broken axle…now there are two. 49 

Brief History: The Mayor was informed a couple of times by a couple of the drivers (last 50 

winter) that the 4-wheel drive was not working. When the Mayor inquired about it; he was 51 

informed by Mr. Stephens that it worked fine or that the drivers should not use the 4-wheel 52 

drive at all.  53 
Recently, the Mayor directed that the truck get checked out: it was taken to 3 different places 54 

for estimates. The vehicle was taken back to the place where it was purchased (Lake City 55 

Trucks) and they reported that there are two broken axles and all the gears in the front 56 

differential are stripped out. The repair cost = $12,335. Had the truck been maintained 57 

properly and addressed one to one & ½ years ago, the repair would have likely been about 58 

$2,500. However, that was not done and snow season is coming on. The truck is torn down 59 

currently and to put it back together would take 10 -12 hours of labor costs + the City has 60 
already incurred the cost of the “strip-down”…that and transporting in elsewhere would be 61 

expensive.  62 

- Snowplow attachment for one of the City pick-up trucks: 63 

The Council has been discussing the need for an additional snowplow. Rather than taking on 64 

that expense; there is an option of outfitting one of the pick-ups with a plow blade…this would 65 
get into the cul-de-sacs more efficiently than the larger plows and would be feasible right now. 66 

The price: about $4,300. The funding would come from the Capital Projects Fund/Equipment. 67 

Eventually, a 3
rd
 bobtail would be advisable; but for now, this would be a good alternative. 68 

(Council Member Abbott cautioned that the blade would be hard on the pick-up.) 69 
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The Mayor added that all of the trucks need to be better maintained and driven more 3 

carefully. In the time that Mr. Black has been with the City, he has already had a maintenance 4 

plan established to make sure that the City fleet is cared for on a regular bases; including 5 

general servicing of the vehicles. One of the Public Works employees is over this assignment 6 

(Travis LeBaron). Cody Black has done a great deal of plowing in his previous positioning 7 

Hyrum, Utah; and is familiar with utilizing smaller trucks with plows. 8 
D. Sewer Manholes and Water Valve Covers (Collars): 9 

History: The Mayor explained that Doe Hill Subdivision desired to be released from their 10 

durability retainer and asked to be allowed to “buy-out” of their obligation to collar the 11 
manholes and valve covers (numbering about 20 manholes and 20 valve covers). Corbett 12 

Stephens approached the Council about allowing them to do as they requested and to use 13 

part of that “buy-out” money to purchase the equipment necessary to install the collars “in-14 

house” (cost of equipment was projected at about $16,000). The Council voted to allow them 15 

and Oak Hill Estates, D to buy-out of their remaining obligations toward the City. The 16 

developers paid the City and the equipment was purchased. 17 

Mayor Shelley asked Mr. Stephens how to get the process moving forward. The Mayor was 18 

informed that the City does not have any way to mount the equipment onto any of the 19 

vehicles. The intent was: 20 

- Use one of the bobtails…get hydraulic extension hoses to attach the equipment to the 21 

bobtail. The machine would be placed down on the ground with the bucket on the backhoe 22 
holding it in place so it would not shift…and then cut the hole. The hole would be saw-cut and 23 

manually jack-hammer all the asphalt and road base out. 24 
Weston Youd: He pointed out that these details were not explained to the Council when the 25 

recommended “buy-out” and subsequent purchase of equipment was approved. 26 
(Mr. Black interjected that this method would not be cost-effective and would take a lot of time 27 

for each hole.) Council Member Youd also expressed concern regarding the probable risk 28 

involved with the suggested method.  29 
(Mr. Black agreed; a worker would be standing right next to a spinning blade…with a wheel 30 

that has to be manually “cranked down” and hand fed.) 31 

 Options to be considered: 32 

- Outfit one of the bobtail trucks as described; the equipment would have to be broken 33 

down every time it was moved to the next hole. (This takes a great deal of time.) It was 34 
also mentioned that the larger truck would be difficult to center. 35 

- Purchase a “Bobcat” tractor to attach the equipment to. Currently they sell for about $25K 36 

to $35K; but the City would have the Bobcat of other uses in the City.  37 
The Mayor felt that purchasing a “Mini-Ex” would be more useful for the City because it is far 38 

more versatile; but it could not be used with the collaring equipment 39 

- Another option…Contract the work out: The Mayor contacted a contractor that does this  40 

        type of work and was told that he would use the City’s equipment, his own bobcat with  41 

        the appropriate attachments; cost was approximately $300 per manhole and $250 per   42 

        water valve. This would be costly if all of the manholes and valves were done throughout  43 

        the City; but if the work were limited to the ones the City is obligated to do (Doe hill and   44 
        Oak Hill Estates, D), it might be feasible.  45 

1:25:37            The Mayor feels the City may be better served to see if this contractor would trade some  46 

        of the work for the collaring equipment. There would still be outlay of cash on  47 

        their part for labor and materials; so they may not be interested. Thereafter, the City  48 

        could budget to have a certain number of collars done throughout the City every year… 49 
        until complete.    50 

    Weston Youd: He cautioned the Council to be careful in the future about ideas that appear to  51 

    save the City money. 52 
    Nelson Abbott: He agreed with the option to contract it out…depending on the actual cost to  53 

    the City. 54 
Weston Youd: He added that the City would also not be faced with the general liability of the 55 

equipment depreciating and the City is not really in the business of manhole collars. 56 
1:29:51    E. Used Oil Heater: 57 

The Mayor has been in contact with Stones Auto Repair (Salem); who uses an oil heater in 58 

their shop…the owner says it works well for him since he is forced to get rid of his oil anyway. 59 

He added that he has to clean the furnace every day. It is older and may not be as efficient as 60 

the one the City purchased; but not only does he have to clean it, but every two years he has 61 
to put about $700 into the unit to replace parts internally due to the heat. 62 

Currently, the City has collected about 400 or 500 gallons…this heater burns one gallon per 63 

hour. 64 

Mayor’s Recommendation: He suggested selling the unit to Woodland Hills (they have 65 

expressed an interest). Sell it for the cost that was paid.  66 

The City can obtain 300 gallons per month from the Nebo School District…and $.16/gal from 67 

the government. But if the City chooses to continue with this unit; then the employees have to 68 

go down to get the oil, as well as provide all of the paperwork associated.  69 
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The Mayor suggested converting the system to natural gas…a line runs right by the Public 3 

Works Building so is readily accessible. The Mayor feels time could be better used in the 4 

Public Works Dept. The City would discontinue as a used-oil collector. 5 

    Weston Youd: He felt it would be hard to compete with the cost of natural gas; which Is going 6 

down. 7 
    F. Loafer Canyon Well Generator: 8 

    The generator was purchased about 10 years ago and it is currently not connected to the  9 

Loafer Well. The cables are sitting out, coiled up. The City cannot legally connect it up. It  10 
requires a licensed electrician and he has to get a building permit to do so. Then a special  11 
“disconnect” must be installed.  12 

The proposal to connect the generator: $5,300 (from Barnes Electric…highly recommended  13 

by SESD). This would also include a tank heater. 14 

The Mayor stressed the importance of keeping the Loafer Well functioning, even if the 15 

electricity goes out; otherwise the Cloward Well would have to be turned on…which is very 16 

expensive to run due to pumping costs. 17 

    *(Council Member Youd suggested recycling the diesel fuel; that is up there at the Well site.)  18 

1:38:02   3. City Council Retreat: 19 

The Mayor encouraged the Council Members to review their particular areas of responsibility and to 20 

come prepared to make suggestions and to create long-term plans. The Retreat is set for 9/14 &  21 

9/15 (1/2 day)…location: may just be at the Mayor’s house (not his preference; but he has not had any 22 
other location made available. Mr. Black will be there for a presentation. 23 

   *The Mayor asked Council Member Youd to ask Dennis Dunn to come and make a presentation to the  24 

Council on Economic Development. 25 

He also asked that the Council review the Master Plan to make sure the Council is consistent with 26 

it…or does the Master Plan need to be re-addressed? 27 

   *The Mayor will provide an itemized agenda of topics he feels should be addressed.  28 
   He does not want to waste time and the 5-year plan is needed. 29 
1:40:17 30 

PUBLIC SAFETY  (Council Member Clawson had not arrived due to an emergency associated with her work) 31 

   The Mayor reported that the replacement slide for the playground area had been ordered. 32 

 33 

SEWER   Nothing new on Sewer 34 
 35 
RECYCLING  Nelson Abbott: Allied Waste was contacted regarding the length of time it is taking to gather up the  36 

   cans from those residents that have “opted out” of the program. Service seems to be improved. 37 

The Mayor added that if people still experience problems; they can call in and the City workers can 38 

pick up the cans and deliver them to the new Public Works Building; to be gathered by Allied. 39 
 40 
WATER   Paul Squires: Water Rights: 41 

   SUVMWA approved the sale of 2.7 acre feet of water right to the City; the City will then allocate those  42 

acre-feet to Lee Haskell’s Assisted Living Development, and Mr. Haskell will pay the City for that 43 

allocation.  44 
*SUVMWA said they would contact the City will all of the details. 45 

Council Member Squires also reported that there was also a presentation on the “recharging of the 46 

aquifers”; which, though important, may not impact Elk Ridge too much. It was suggested that the 47 

Mayor and Council Member Squires meet with Salem City’s Mayor to discuss CUP water. 48 
*Council Member Squires is to set up that meeting and let Mayor Shelley know when and where.  49 

1:42:36 50 

ROADS   Weston Youd: Elk Ridge Meadows Entry: 51 

   The repairs are completed; however, the work may need to be expanded to Rocky Mountain Way. 52 
*The Mayor asked that Council Member Youd work closely with the Public Works Director; as well as 53 

West Salem Hills Drive (gates, grading, etc).        54 

   55 
 City Signs:  56 

 Council Member Youd spoke to Shawn Eliot (previously worked on the signs in the City). There is a 57 

problem with some of the signs are fading and turning black. There is a 7 year warrantee on those 58 

signs and the City is 4 years into that time period; replacements will likely be prorated to accommodate 59 

the 7 years. A replacement plan should be in place for the 7 years so the signs remain in good 60 

condition. The cost would be about $81/sign to replace (with $10 to $15 off for the warrantee). 61 
 (Brain Burke: The subject has come up that the City has too many stop signs; has there been any 62 

thought to changing some of the signs to “yield” signs?)  63 

 Council Member Youd suggested that to do that, perhaps UDOT would do a traffic study to back that 64 

up. 65 
 (It was mentioned that there was a traffic study done before the signs were installed; that should be 66 

reviewed.) 67 

Nelson Abbott: Perhaps enforcement is the issue. He feels that there are many stop signs that should 68 

be yield signs. A resident (Ken Baguley) on W. Salem Hills Drive, has extensive experience with traffic 69 

standards. He has offered in the past to make recommendations, based on accepted standards. 70 
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 2 
   Shawn Eliot is willing to help with the City and he also has expertise in this area. 3 

   Suggestion: Red blinking lights on stop signs on certain intersections. 4 
   *Council Member Youd would like to have traffic issues (signs, striping, etc) discussed at the Council  5 

   Retreat. A five-year or a 7-year plan should be in place. Council Member Clawson could be involved  6 

with Public Safety. 7 

Public Comment: 8 

Scott Winn: He agreed with eliminating most of the stop signs and replacing them with yield signs. He 9 

feels that most of the stop signs are in the wrong place; and stop signs create undue wear and tear on  10 
cars. 11 

 12 

   The Mayor closed the Work Session. 13 

1:50:29 14 
 15 

                ELK RIDGE 16 

  CITY COUNCIL MEETING 17 

              August 28, 2012 18 

 19 
TIME & PLACE  This regularly scheduled Meeting of the Elk Ridge City Council, was scheduled for Tuesday,  20 
OF MEETING August 28, 2012, at 7:00 PM; this was preceded by a City Council Work Session at 6:00 PM.   21 

 The meetings were held at the Elk Ridge City Hall, 80 East Park Drive, Elk Ridge, Utah. 22 
  23 

 Notice of the time, place and Agenda of these Meetings was provided to the Payson Chronicle, 145 E 24 

Utah Ave, Payson, UT, and to the members of the Governing Body, on August 24, 2012; and an 25 

Amended Agenda on August 27, 2012. 26 

 27 
7:00 p.m. REGULAR CITY COUNCIL MEETING AGENDA ITEMS: 28 

 29 
ROLL                           Mayor: Hal Shelley; City Council: Nelson Abbott, Brian Burke, Paul Squires, Erin Clawson & Weston 30 

Youd; Deputy Sheriff: Brent Butters; Public Works Director: Cody Black; Public Works: Wayne 31 

Frandsen; Office Staff: Janine Nilsson, Mary Preece, Marissa Bassir & Annebel Meredith; City 32 

Engineer (LEI): Gregg Magleby; Public: Clint Ashmead, Jamie Towse, Saundra Burke, Jared 33 

Rasmussen, Bridg Webb, Gavin Pozernick, Jeralynn Lane, Lucretia Thayne, Dakota Scott, Scott Winn, 34 
Alan & Joy Hermansen; and the City Recorder, Jan Davis. 35 

 36 

OPENING REMARKS & An invocation was offered by Nelson Abbott and Brian Burke led those present in the Pledge of 37 

PLEDGE OF  Allegiance, for those who wished to participate. 38 

ALLEGIANCE  39 
 40 
AGENDA TIME  WESTON YOUD MOVED, SECONDED BY NELSON ABBOTT, TO APPROVE THE AGENDA TIME 41 

FRAME FRAME, ADJUSTING THE START TIME TO 8:00 PM; MOVING AGENDA ITEM #11 TO THE 42 

BEGINNING OF THE REGULAR SESSION PRIOR TO THE PUBLIC FORUM 43 

   VOTE: YES (4)  NO (0)  ABSENT FROM VOTE (1) ERIN CLAWSON 44 

1:52:21 45 

ADJUSTMENT TO  Mayor Shelley introduced Mr. Hermansen, who was present to address the Council regarding an issue 46 

APPLICATION OF  with the orientation of the allowed access to his lot and the location of the front of the lot. 47 
SUBDIVISION   Alan Hermansen: Mr. Hermansen explained that he and his wife purchased a lot on Grand View Circle  48 

STANDARDS –  about 6 years ago. (The plat map was provided to the Council.)  At the time, the plat showed 30’  49 
DISCUSSION setbacks on all sides of the lot adjoining a street. Before he purchased the lot, he came to the City and 50 

was told to speak to Ken Young (the City Planner at the time); he had several conversations with Mr. 51 

Young. Mr. Hermansen was proposing to turn the house around to face the cul-de-sac; and wanted to 52 

know if the front of the lot could be facing the cul-de-sac…thereby placing the side setback on the east 53 

side of the lot. Mr. Hermansen read from an email from Mr. Young (representing the City) to Mr. 54 

Hermansen: “I have reviewed your proposed footprint and location of home on the lot; and find that it 55 
meets Elk Ridge City’s code requirements. I will forward to you my approval on a printed copy of what 56 

you sent. If there are any questions, let me know.” (Dated July 26, 2006) 57 

 Mr. Hermansen also provided a plat map showing how he wanted to orient his home on the lot and 58 

Ken Young had written at the bottom of the paper: “Footprint and placement of home on lot meets Elk 59 

Ridge code requirements and is approved.” (Signed Ken Young – Elk Ridge City Planner) 60 

 Current proposal: 61 
 (Mr. Hermansen came forward with a plat map to demonstrate to the City Council.) 62 

 He showed the indicated “buildable area” on his lot. To be able to get the size of the home required by 63 

CC&R’s on that lot proved to be very difficult. He was asking to have the front of the lot facing the cul-64 

de-sac rather than Grand View Circle…placing the side of the lot on the east side. The lot actually has 65 

streets on three sides of the lot. 66 
 City Recorder: The City Code does allow for “adjustments” to the Subdivision code; not the zoning 67 

ordinance section of the code. Setbacks are zoning issues; while orientation of the buildable area is in 68 

the Subdivision section. Any adjustment has to meet four criteria to qualify; and must be recommended 69 

by the Planning Commission.  70 
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 2 
 The Recorder went on to point out that the code addresses access on a major road and on a minor 3 

street…the access should face the less traveled street; but if facing a major street, either a circular 4 

drive or a “hammer-head” drive should be provided. The code really does not seem to address lots 5 

with street frontage on 3 sides (Major – miner – miner)… as this lot is. 6 
 Mr. Hermansen: He contended that the home would still face the road (cul-de-sac); and he had a 7 

previous approval. When he recently came to the City and spoke with the Building Inspector; he was 8 

told to approach the City Council with his proposal. 9 

 The previous approval came prior to him purchasing the lot; he would not have bought it had he not 10 
had that approval from Mr. Young. 11 

 Mayor Shelley: He realized that Mr. Hermansen has to go to the Planning Commission; but he wanted 12 

to get a feel from the Council if the Members feel he has a valid case to present to the Planning 13 

Commission. 14 
  Weston Youd: He was willing to have the Planning Commission review this and make 15 

recommendation. 16 
 Erin Clawson: She was willing to vote in favor of the proposed adjustment. She did not see an issue 17 

and felt that it had already been approved once. She suggested sending it to the Commission and to 18 

have it back to the Council as soon as possible. 19 
 Paul Squires: He inquired if there are any problems with slopes. (No, there aren’t.) 20 
 Nelson Abbott: He responded that, with the driveway coming in from the cul-de-sac, it would actually 21 

lessen the grade of the driveway.  22 
 Mr. Hermansen: He pointed out that the driveway would be level, based on the way the house would 23 

be elevated. 24 
 *This will go before the Planning Commission at their next Meeting (9/13). Marissa Bassir will provide 25 

an agenda to Mr. Hermansen. 26 

2:01:21 27 

PUBLIC FORUM Nelson Abbott: He mentioned that Scott Winn would like to propose an Eagle Project to re-do the 28 

arrows pointing toward the fire hydrants. Much of the paint has worn off and he would like to add 29 

reflective sand to the paint. It was not on the agenda; so he will have to prepare and be on the next 30 

agenda. 31 

 32 
LEI STORM DRAIN The Mayor reviewed some of the highlights of the previous presentation by Greg Magleby (LEI) for the   33 

STUDY –  benefit of Council Members Clawson and Youd, who were not present during the Work Session.) 34 

APPROVAL After the summary of the presentation of the Study; Council Member Youd wanted to address his main 35 
concern regarding Storm Drain Fees. It was explained to him that this was the last topic included in Mr. 36 

Magleby’s review of the Study; he proposed coming back to the Council with a 5-year plan and fee 37 

adjustments based on capital improvements in that plan. This would justify the fees. He had to 38 

determine from the Council if the Study was headed in the desired direction. The Council agreed that it 39 
was and that he should come back and present this plan to the Council.  40 

   Nelson Abbott: He felt that the direction should be as discussed: 41 

   - Developer driven installation of storm drain facilities for new development 42 

- He has no problem adjusting the user fee to address depreciation on the existing system already in 43 

place 44 
Discussion of the Storm Drain Map provided with the Study; with the various numbered sections of the 45 

City. 46 

Council Member Abbott went on to say that the Planning Commission should be given direction that 47 

they should work with the engineer to get supporting code in place that deals with adjusted standards 48 

that would upgrade the required manner in which storm drain is handled by individual developers. 49 
ERIN CLAWSON MOVED, SECONDED BY WESTON YOUD, TO APPROVE THE STORM DRAIN 50 

STUDY; WITH LEI ENGINEERING PROVIDING A 5-YEAR PLAN, SUPPORTING DEVELOPER-51 

DRIVEN HANDLING OF STORM DRAIN ON SITE; AND TO COME BACK TO THE COUNCIL WITH 52 

THIS PLAN JUSTIFYING ADJUSTED USER FEES 53 

VOTE: YES (5)    NO (0) 54 

 55 

   *Storm Drain needs to be on the Planning Commission agenda. 56 

  57 

 58 

 59 

 60 

 61 
 62 

 63 

 64 

 65 

 66 

 67 

 68 

 69 

 70 
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 2 
CITY COUNCIL  1. H.R. CODE – Brian Burke:  3 

ASSIGNMENTS –  Certain portions of the amending document needed clarification; the previous motion needed to be 4 

ACTION   changed to reflect the intent of the City Council. 5 
BRIAN BURKE MOVED, SECONDED BY NELSON ABBOTT, TO APPROVE THE FOLLOWING: 6 

- CHANGE IN WORDING IN SECTION 8030 OF THE HUMAN RESORCE MANUAL, ENTITLED 7 

“HOLIDAYS” TO READ, “WHEN A HOLIDAY FALLS ON A NORMAL SCHEDULED DAY OF 8 

WORK AND THE ENTIRE OFFICE IS CLOSED, PART-TIME EMPLOYEES SHALL BE PAID FOR 9 

THE NORMAL NUMBER OF HOURS THEY WOULD OTHERWISE HAVE WORKED.” 10 
   FURTHER, THE POLICY REGARDING “BENEFITS” SHALL READ, 11 

“ANYTHING LESS THAN 32 HOURS WILL NOT RECEIVE BENEFITS; EXCLUDING RETIREMENT 12 

AND HOLIDAY PAY FOR PART-TIME EMPLOYEES.” 13 

   Discussion: 14 

Erin Clawson: She asked if anything was to be “taken away from the current employees with the 15 

motion.  16 
Brian Burke: He clarified that the correction to the previous motion made at the last Council Meeting 17 

changes that to assuring the current part-time employees of the benefits of their current retirement and 18 

paid holidays. 19 
VOTE: YES (5)    NO (0)  20 

   Passed 5-0 21 

 22 
SUVMWA WATER The allocation had already taken place with the Council granting Final Plat Approval and allocating 2.7  23 

RIGHTS acre-feet to Lee Haskell’s Assisted Living Development.  The City will just wait to hear from SUVMWA 24 

with the details of the purchase. 25 
2:15:19 26 

BUILDING INSPECTION Mayor Shelley: He provided copies of contracts from Sunrise Engineering and Payson City with regard  27 

CONTRACTS to building inspection services.  28 
1. Woodland Hills: 29 

He had just that day spoken with the Mayor of Woodland Hills about the possibility of continued 30 

services provided by Corbett Stephens, representing Woodland Hills. 31 

  He had given a letter to Mr. Stephens (drafts of the letter emailed to the Council prior to giving it to 32 

him); and was waiting for Mr. Stephens’ response…he replied that it was up to the Mayor of Woodland 33 

Hills. Mayor Shelley called the Mayor an hour or so later, after Mr. Stephens and he had spoken…he 34 
replied that he and Corbett Stephens were both on the same page…and that everything in the past 35 
was “in the past” and that they would move forward on the same basis of: 36 

 - $50 per hour for Plan Check 37 

 - $35 per individual inspections included with a normal building permit 38 

   2.   Sunrise Engineering: 39 
   They propose a flat $50 per hour for both Plan Check and Inspections. 40 

   The Mayor said he was not sure how he felt about the offer; he has not met the Inspector (he lives in  41 

   Springville).  42 

2. Payson City: 43 

- $50 per hour for Plan Check 44 
   - $35 per hour for Inspections 45 

   Payson’s Inspector has worked with Elk Ridge in the past and is acquainted with the staff. 46 

   Suggestion:  47 

By approving the contracts, they are not “exclusive” and the City can use any Inspector preferred; the 48 

three choices simply provide back-up and choices (like the current arrangement with both Aqua & LEI). 49 
Mayor Shelley said that if the Council approves the three options; then he will arrange to meet with the 50 

Inspector from Sunrise. 51 
   Nelson Abbott: He commented that he was in favor of having Plans A, B & C. 52 

   Mayor Shelley: He wants to have choices available if needed. 53 

Erin Clawson: She pointed out that the plan can always be adjusted if something doesn’t work out; 54 

then there are three to choose from. She also felt it would be good to be involved more with Payson. 55 
Suggestion:  56 

Whomever does the Plan Check should follow that permit through inspections and occupancy. 57 

(That was agreed on.)   58 

Currently Mary Preece is tracking one of the recent building permits through from beginning to end to 59 

come up with a justifiable administration portion of the fees charged.  60 
WESTON YOUD MOVED, SECONDED BY ERIN CLAWSON, TO APPROVE CONTRACTS 61 
BETWEEN ELK RIDGE CITY AND THE FOLLOWING: 62 

- WOODLAND HILLS 63 

- PAYSON CITY 64 

- SUNRISE ENGINEERING 65 

TO PROVIDE BUILDING INSPECTION SERVICES; GIVING THE MAYOR DISCRETION TO 66 

SELECT WHICHEVER INSPECTOR IS AVIALABLE; AND THAT ALL EFFORT IS MADE TO 67 

FOLLOW THE ESTABLISHED PROCESS OF HAVING THE PLAN CHECK AND INSPECTIONS 68 

TIED TOGETHER AND PERFORMED BY THE SAME INSPECTOR 69 

VOTE: YES (5)     NO (0) 70 
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PRESSURIZED  Mayor Shelley: The Mayor reported that Chris Salisbury was waiting to get the Council’s final approval   3 

IRRIGATION  so he can get his Landscaping Bond back for the portion designated to the individual boxes that were  4 

SYSTEM  supposed to be part of the overall pressurized irrigation system in Phase 2 of the PUD.    5 

   Existing Problem: 6 

The code for the PUD required trees to be planted in the Planter Strip; and that secondary water was 7 

to be provided, as well. The issue is that the trees and the secondary water mains are both located in 8 

the Planter Strips. This will eventually create problems with roots growing into and around the main 9 

lines and access and maintenance on those lines would be difficult, if not impossible once the trees 10 
grow larger.  11 
So, the question to the Council is whether to continue to require the individual boxes be bonded for 12 

and eventually installed; or to eliminate this need and count on using the CUP money once the water is 13 

available. If the bonding for the boxes were not required, then Mr. Salisbury would like to have that 14 

money refunded to him to use on helping to restore the park and open space in Phase 2. 15 
Erin Clawson: She recalled already addressing this and deciding that the secondary system would be 16 

accepted as is and to utilize the CUP money, when necessary. 17 

Nelson Abbott: Payson City required that resident “pick up their own costs” for their individual 18 

connections. 19 
   Mayor Shelley: He wanted to be very clear that this is the Council’s intent. 20 

    21 
Suggestion for Chris Salisbury: To let resident know that the mains are there and if they want to 22 

connect before their landscaping is in…perhaps they could do something on their own to connect at 23 

that point. They also need to understand that those mains are not “charged”. 24 

If they connect up front; then landscaping and accesses would not have to be disturbed when the CUP 25 

water is available. 26 

City Recorder: She reminded the Council that they had already decided to accept the secondary 27 

system as it exists and that it fulfills the requirement for the Development; this was done when Mr. 28 
Salisbury was present to address them regarding using Fee-in-lieu of Park Impact Fees; as well as 29 

these landscaping bonds to refurbish the Park and open space. The problem lies in the City Code; it 30 

does not support this decision. The Code requires “individual connections”. So, the Code needs to be 31 

addressed by the Planning Commission.  32 
*To be discussed in the Joint Session on 9/13; then the process of a code change will have to take 33 

place. 34 

2:30:22 35 

The next item was taken out of order. The previous discussion was moved ahead.  36 

 37 

EMPLOYEES &  The City Recorder explained that this ordinance is a formalized version of what had already been  38 

ELECTED OFFICIALS voted on and established by the City Council. Each year a similar ordinance is passed and posted. 39 
COMPENSATION  The only two items that had not been previously approved: the salary for the new Public Works  40 

ORDINANCE Director (the range had been set by the Council; but the Mayor had authority to negotiate the actual 41 

salary within that pre-set range. The amount offered and accepted by Cody Black was $66,000 42 

annually. 43 

 The other wage proposed for consideration was to increase the hourly wage for back-up snowplow 44 
drivers from $12/hour to $13/hour. This was recommended some time ago by the former Public Works 45 

Director and the Council had discussed it; but it had not been voted on. All other wages, salaries and 46 

compensations had been voted on and approved again within the Approved Budget.   47 

The ordinance is typically approved earlier at the beginning of the fiscal year; however, it has waited 48 

on the position of the Public Works Director.  49 
Brian Burke: He raised a question on two of the listed wages…he questioned if they should be 50 

discussed in Closed Session. 51 
City Recorder: She reminded the Council that the decisions had already been discussed and wages 52 

approved the previous May and June with the Tentative and Approved Budgets for the 2012/2013 53 

Fiscal Year. These approved wages were implemented on July 1, 2012…at the beginning of the new 54 

fiscal year. 55 
Erin Clawson: She added that the only new approvals would be for those called out to drive the 56 

snowplows (back-up drivers); as well as the salary for the Public Works Director. This is not about any 57 

of the other employees since those increases and COLA had already been decided on. 58 

Nelson Abbott; He asked if the listed wages are the ones that had been approved…not that the 59 

increase would be going up from the listed wages. (He was assured that the listed wages include the 60 

increases.) 61 
   Brian Burke: He questioned whether changes could be made.  62 

   Erin Clawson: “Why would we? We have already approved it.” 63 

(Council Member Youd asked Council Member Burke if he did not agree with the increase for the 64 

back-up snowplow drivers…that was the only thing up for change at that point.) 65 

   Mayor Shelley: Everything else has been approved.  66 

 67 

 68 

 69 

 70 
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Erin Clawson:  “We approved this with the budgets…more than once.” She further stated that Cody 3 

Black’s salary was not known at the time when the budget was approved.  4 

Snowplow Drivers: She recalled that the reason that increase was suggested was because there had 5 

been a problem getting the drivers at $12/hour. This was an attempt to be more competitive with other 6 

cities. 7 
Nelson Abbott: He recommended that the City try to utilize the back-up drivers 1

st
 since they are at a 8 

lower wage than the regular employees. 9 

(Council Member Clawson felt that was a totally separate issue.) 10 
2:34:37 11 

WESTON YOUD MOVED, SECONDED BY ERIN CLAWSON, TO APPROVE THE ORDINANCE 12 

FOR THE COMPENSATION OF ELECTED AND STATUTORY OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES OF 13 

ELK RIDGE CITY; SPECIFICALLY APPROVING THE NEWLY ASSIGNED: 14 

- SALARY FOR THE NEW PUBLIC WORKS DIRECTOR AT $66,000/YEAR 15 

- INCREASING THE WAGE FOR BACK-UP SNOWPLOW DRIVERS FROM $12/HOUR TO 16 

$13/HOUR 17 

VOTE (POLLED): PAUL SQUIRES-AYE, ERIN CLAWSON-AYE, WESTON YOUD-AYE, NELSON 18 

ABBOTT-AYE & BRIAN BURKE-AYE (5)   NAY (0) 19 

Passed 5-0  20 

 21 
   *Council Member Burke would like to further discuss certain issues he has at another time. 22 

2:36:35 23 

CITY COUNCIL   City Council Minutes from August 14, 2012: 24 
MINUTES   WESTON YOUD MOVED, SECONDED BY ERIN CLAWSON, TO APPROVE THE CITY COUNCIL 25 

MINUTES FROM AUGUST 14, 2012, AS PRESENTED 26 

VOTE: YES (5)     NO (0) 27 
 28 

*Noted: The City recorder reported that Marissa Bassir found a way to post a link to the latest 29 

recording of the Council Minutes on the City web site for access until the official minutes are approved. 30 

When the minutes are approved; they will take the place of the recorded version. 31 

The recorded versions are always available for one year if someone wants a copy; a person would 32 

have to come into the office with a thumb drive and a copy would be provided. 33 

2:38:16 34 
EXPENDITURES  1. General: 35 
   - Generator for the Loafer Well: 36 

(The Mayor also explained the issue with the generator not being connected and the need to do so. 37 

The projected cost: $5,300.) 38 

   The Loafer well is the only well that has a back-up generator. It is less accessible in the winter, though  39 
   It can be accessed with the ATV (with tracks). The Loafer Well is the main well for the City. 40 

Cody Black: He added that generators for the other wells would be much larger due to pumping 41 

requirements.  42 
Erin Clawson: She was surprised that the generator was not connected; she thought it was. This 43 

needs to be a priority before snow falls.  44 
   Mayor: Getting the fuel out of the tanks also needs to be addressed. 45 
                     WESTON YOUD MOVED, SECONDED BY BRIAN BURKE, TO APPROVE $6,000 FOR 46 

                                           BARNES ELECTRIC TO CONNECT THE GENERATOR; AND TO HOOK UP THE FUEL TANKS  47 
                                           WITH THE PUMPS TO DELIVER THE FUEL TO THE GENERATOR, PUT ON THE TANK HEATER  48 

                                           (TRIPLE CHARGE) FOR THE BATTERY…TO BE COMPLETED NO LATER THAN OCTOBER 15,  49 
                                           2012. 50 

VOTE (POLL): PAUL SQUIRES-AYE, ERIN CLAWSON-AYE, WESTON YOUD-AYE, NELSON ABBOTT-51 

AYE & BRIAN BURKE-AYE (5)   NAY (0) 52 

Passed 5-0  53 

 54 

2. Truck repairs: Bobtail Truck Repairs:  55 

   (The Mayor reviewed the Work Session discussion for Council Members Clawson and Youd.) 56 

Council Member Abbott asked about the Maintenance Schedule. 57 

Cody Black reported that he is supervising it; but Travis LeBaron is tracking it all (who has experience 58 

with this).  59 
NELSON ABBOTT MOVED, SECONDED BY ERIN CLAWSON, TO APPROVE THE REPAIRS ON 60 

THE OLDER BOBTAIL SNOWPLOW TRUCK; TO BE PERFORMED BY “RUSH” (PREVIOUSLY 61 
“LAKE CITY”) AT A COST NOT TO EXCEED $15,000 62 

VOTE (POLL): PAUL SQUIRES-AYE, ERIN CLAWSON-AYE, WESTON YOUD-AYE, NELSON 63 

ABBOTT-AYE & BRIAN BURKE-AYE (5)   NAY (0) 64 

Passed 5-0 65 

 66 

2:50:15   3. Snowplow Blade for Pick-up: 67 

Mayor: The suggestion has been made to outfit one of the Public Works pick-ups with a snowplow 68 

blade for easier access to the cul-de-sacs. Rather than spending $150,000 on another Bobtail truck 69 

right now, this option would be cost effective and would meet immediate needs.  70 
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 2 
Mr. Black has had successful experience with this option in Hyrum. A “sander” device would be 3 

advisable; but the cost of that was not known. There is time before winter to find those costs. The plow 4 

would be about $4,300.  5 

*Approval was postponed to find out the cost of the sander.   6 

2:51:48 7 

3. List of Expenditures for July, 2012: 8 

No comments or questions. 9 

WESTON YOUD MOVED, SECONDED BY ERIN CLAWSON, TO APPROVE THE CITY COUNCIL 10 
EXPENDITURES FROM JULY, 2012 AS PRESENTED 11 

VOTE: YES (5)    NO (0) 12 

 13 

NON-AGENDA  Mayor Shelley: When the Mayor spoke to Dave Tuckett (Payson City’s Manager) about building  14 

ITEMS   inspections, Mr. Tuckett asked the Mayor if the City would be interested in selling Payson water for the   15 

Gladstan Golf Course, should the need arise. Their source of irrigation water for the Course is Payson 16 

Lakes; and the Lakes are getting low. They have already cut back considerably on watering 17 

everywhere except the greens. If Payson loses their greens, it would be very expensive (perhaps 1 18 

million dollars) to restore just the greens. He suggested that the water be metered and Payson would 19 

pay for it. The pumping costs at the Cloward well are high and those costs would have to be passed 20 

onto Payson. 21 

The Mayor would like to build a positive relationship with Payson; but Payson would pay for the use of 22 
the City’s water. It did not need to be voted on that night. 23 
Nelson Abbott: Elk Ridge does not have a reservoir system like Payson; the City’s is ground water. If 24 

the water were pumped out of the ground for Payson, there would be less water for Elk Ridge’s own 25 

needs. Water is not an unlimited resource…the City cannot keep pumping and pumping; as much as 26 

he would love to extend a helping hand. 27 
Erin Clawson: She would be hesitant to agree to water a golf course with drinking water.  28 
Nelson Abbott: There is also concern about the aquifers in another drought year. The City’s water table 29 

would go down if there is another dry winter. Payson would also have trouble providing drinking water 30 

to their residents. 31 
Mayor Shelley: There is also an interest in jointly (Payson & Elk Ridge) developing a possible larger 32 

reservoir up in the canyon in the future.  33 
Weston Youd: He mentioned the possibility of using CUP money for a joint venture like that. 34 

Mayor Shelley: Careful consideration needs to be given in how Elk Ridge interacts with Payson for 35 

mutual benefit. 36 
Erin Clawson: She felt the real issue was how Payson would justify servicing a golf course over their 37 

citizens. 38 

2:58:59 39 
Public Works Pick-up: The Mayor and Mr. Black will check out the trucks from the Forest Service to 40 

see what condition they are in. 41 

 42 
Landscaping Article: Council Member Squires is going to write an article for the Newsletter regarding 43 

the Landscaping regulations. 44 
 45 

ADJOURNMENT  The Mayor adjourned the Council Meeting at 9:10 p.m. 46 

 47 

 48 

 49 
 50 
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